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Highly efficient thermally activated delayed
fluorescence emitter based on the 5H-
benzo[d]benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-a]imidazole
donor†

Manish Mannulal Raikwar, Seung Chan Kim and Jun Yeob Lee *

In this study, a donor–p-acceptor-type thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) emitter (BzITz)

was designed and synthesized using 5H-benzo[d]benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-a]imidazole as a fused rigid

electron donor, and a benzonitrile merged triazine unit as an electron acceptor. The effects of the fused

rigid donor unit on the photophysical and electroluminescence properties of the TADF emitter were

thoroughly explored. Compared with a reported emitter based on carbazole in a previous study,

photophysical analysis results showed that BzITz exhibited a relatively small singlet–triplet energy splitting,

a short delayed fluorescence lifetime, and a high photoluminescence quantum yield. Consequently, an

organic light-emitting diode fabricated using the BzITz emitter exhibited an improved device performance

with an external quantum efficiency of 24.0%, a current efficiency of 49.4 cd A�1, and a low-efficiency

roll-off. These findings show that the use of fused rigid donors can play a critical role in the design of

efficient TADF emitters.

Introduction

Compared with traditional display technologies, organic light-
emitting diodes (OLEDs) offer unprecedented advantages such
as high contrast, lightweight and ultrathin properties, flexibility,
wide viewing angles, and low-cost device production. However,
designing highly emissive and stable emitters for OLEDs
remains a significant challenge.1–7

Ordinary fluorescent materials have been used extensively as
conventional OLED emitters, but their device performance
cannot exceed the theoretical maximum exciton utilization
efficiency of 25% because the yielded ratio of singlet and triplet
excitons is 1 : 3 under electrical excitation conditions.8,9 Conversely,
because phosphorescent materials exhibit a strong spin–orbit
coupling effect, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the organic
electroluminescence (EL) of phosphorescent materials can
theoretically reach 100%.10,11 Although phosphorescent
materials exhibit excellent EL characteristics with unitary
IQE and significant external quantum efficiency (EQE), the use of
precious rare-earth metals limits their practical applications.5,12–17

Recently, the development of emitters through thermally activated

delayed fluorescence (TADF) has attracted significant attention,
and TADF materials are termed as third-generation OLED
emitters.18–21 These materials are regarded as being highly efficient
since they can achieve 100% IQE using triplet excitons through
triplet-to-singlet thermal upconversion from the lowest triplet
excited state (T1) to the lowest singlet excited state (S1) via reverse
intersystem crossing (RISC).18–20,22–24 Luminescent materials with a
small S1–T1 energy splitting (DEST) can be obtained through a
specific molecular design that involves minimal overlap between
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) because of spatial separation
of the electron-donating and electron-withdrawing units, enabling
the thermal upconversion of electrons from the triplet to singlet
excited states via RISC.25–29 Consequently, TADF materials are
being explored intensively for next-generation OLEDs, to overcome
current technical limitations such as the device lifetime and color
purity. In recent years, many researchers have developed highly
efficient TADF materials with enhanced device performances using
diverse acceptor and donor moieties.30,31

Donor–p–acceptor structures with twisted geometries
have been used extensively to develop TADF materials.32,33

In this framework, donor and acceptor moieties play a key role
in determining the TADF properties via management of the
HOMO and LUMO, which affects important TADF parameters
such as the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), delayed
fluorescence lifetime, and DEST.18 Several donor and acceptor moi-
eties have been demonstrated as efficient and RISC-enhancing
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building blocks of TADF emitters. However, the exploration of
more donor and acceptor moieties is necessary to improve the
device performance of TADF OLEDs. In particular, new donor
moieties without carbazole units need to be investigated to
expand the material-design platform of TADF emitters.

In this study, we designed and synthesized a high-performance
TADF emitter with a simple molecular skeleton of donor–p-
acceptor architecture. The synthesized TADF emitter, 2-(5H-
benzo[d]benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-a]imidazol-5-yl)-5-(4,6-diphenyl-
1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)benzonitrile (BzITz), comprises a fused rigid
donor 5H-benzo[d]benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-a]imidazole (BzI) and
a triazine acceptor. The effects of the BzI donor on the photo-
physical and electrochemical properties were studied in detail.
The use of this fused rigid donor decreased DEST, shortened the
delayed fluorescence lifetime, and improved the PLQY of the
emitter. Furthermore, the potential of this TADF material in
multilayered OLED devices was explored. The device demon-
strated an excellent performance with an EQE of 24.0% and a
low-efficiency roll-off compared with other reported carbazole-
based TADF emitters.

Results and discussion
Design strategy and synthesis

Our study aims to examine the effects of the carbazole-free
fused rigid donor moiety on the physiochemical and EL properties
of the designed TADF emitter. The synthesized TADF emitter was
BzITz with a 5H-benzo[d]benzo[4,5]imidazo[1,2-a]imidazole (BzI)
donor. The BzI donor was chosen because it has a high triplet
energy and a strong electron-donating character. It can alter the
lowest singlet and triplet excited states, playing an important role
in controlling the DEST and thus the TADF mechanism of the
synthesized material. A benzonitrile linker was introduced
between the donor and the triazine acceptor, not only to facilitate
the RISC process but also to increase the HOMO and LUMO
overlap for efficient emission. Scheme 1 illustrates the chemical
structure of the emitter and its synthetic procedures. Intermediate
1 was synthesized according to the reported procedures with some
modifications.34 Intermediate 2 was synthesized according to the
procedure reported in our previous study.35 In a potassium
phosphate-mediated N-arylation reaction, the above-mentioned
intermediates 1 and 2 were reacted together to yield BzITz.
The chemical structure of the emitter was confirmed through

1H and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and
mass analysis. The emitter was purified via vacuum train sub-
limation before being assembled into an OLED device.

Theoretical calculations

To gain insight into the electronic structure, physical properties,
and orbital distributions (HOMO and LUMO) of the target
molecule, we performed theoretical calculations on the uncon-
strained geometry of BzITz using the global hybrid functional
B3LYP and the 6-31G* basis set of the Gaussian 16 program.
Fig. 1 shows the optimized geometries for BzITz and its HOMO/
LUMO distributions. The dihedral angle between the BzI donor
and the adjacent benzonitrile spacer was 54.61 because of the
steric hindrance caused by the cyano group on the benzonitrile
spacer. This is useful for separating HOMOs and LUMOs and for
lowering the DEST. As shown in Fig. 1, the HOMO is mainly
localized on the BzI donor, whereas the LUMO is primarily
delocalized on the diphenyltriazine acceptor with a small con-
tribution from the two peripheral phenyl rings on triazine, the
bridged benzonitrile spacer, and the nitrogen atom of the BzI
donor. The LUMO electron density appears to be relatively low
on the peripheral phenyl rings of diphenyltriazine because the
electron-withdrawing cyano group tends to pull the electron
density over the benzonitrile spacer, where it is attached. The
calculated HOMO–LUMO energy gap (Eg) was 3.26 eV, derived
from the HOMO of �5.54 eV and the LUMO of �2.28 eV.
A moderate HOMO level similar to that of carbazole was
observed. Time-dependent density functional theory (DFT) com-
putations were performed to calculate the energies of the S1 and
T1 states. Because of the spatially partitioned HOMO and LUMO,
BzITz is expected to have a minimal DEST. The energies for the S1

and T1 states were 2.82 and 2.58 eV, respectively, resulting in a
DEST of 0.24 eV. These findings suggest that BzITz would trigger
effective RISC for TADF emission.

Furthermore, the natural transition orbital (NTO) distributions
for BzITz were calculated using the long-range corrected oB97XD
functional with the 6-31+G* basis set. Fig. S2 (ESI†), displays
the highest occupied natural transition orbital (HONTO) and
the lowest unoccupied natural transition orbital (LUNTO) for the
singlet and triplet excited states. In the singlet excited state, the
HONTO and LUNTO were extensively separated with slight
overlap, indicating that the singlet emission can be interpreted
as charge-transfer (CT) emission. On the other hand, as

Scheme 1 Synthesis of the BzITz emitter.
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ascertained from the orbital pictures of the triplet excited state,
the HONTO and LUNTO showed large overlapping over the
phenyl ring of the benzonitrile unit and also separation,
suggesting a mixed transition with CT and local-emission
(LE) character. The mixed nature of the triplet excited state
would be advantageous in increasing the RISC rate.36

Electrochemical properties

Cyclic voltammetry experiments were conducted on the emitter
in dichloromethane using 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium perchlo-
rate as the supporting electrolyte to investigate the emitter’s
redox characteristics. Oxidation potentials were calibrated
using an Fc/Fc+ redox couple, and Table 1 presents the results.
With reference to ferrocene (Fc), the HOMO and LUMO energy
levels of the emitter were determined from the onset potentials
of the oxidation and reduction waves, respectively. The corres-
ponding HOMO and LUMO energy levels for the emitter are
�6.11 and �3.09 eV, respectively, and hence the resulting
HOMO–LUMO gap is 3.02 eV. BzI demonstrated a robust donor

character with a small oxidation potential because of the low
electronegativity of nitrogen in BzI.

Photophysical properties

The optical properties of the emitter were measured through
steady-state ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption and photo-
luminescence (PL) spectra. Fig. 2 shows the normalized absorption
spectrum recorded in tetrahydrofuran (1.0 � 10�5 M) and the PL
spectrum recorded in toluene (1.0 � 10�5 M) at room temperature
(RT). The BzITz emitter exhibited two independent absorption
bands in the range of 250–400 nm, where the short-wavelength
band observed below B300 nm is assigned to the localized p–p*
electronic transitions of the aromatic segments, whereas the struc-
tureless broadband absorption at 365 nm is attributed to ICT from
the BzI donor fragment to the diphenyltriazine acceptor fragment.
The PL spectrum also exhibits single broadband emission at
461 nm, indicating that the singlet transition is initiated by CT
states, as predicted by their spatially separated frontier molecular
orbitals (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the emission profiles of the emitter
were recorded in various solvents of varying polarity to better

Fig. 1 (a) Optimized geometry and (b) frontier molecular orbital distributions of the compounds, estimated using the global hybrid functional B3LYP and
the 6-31G* basis set on the Gaussian 16 program.

Table 1 Photophysical and electrochemical data of the emitter

labs
a (nm) lemi

b (nm) ES
c/ET

d (eV) DEST
e (eV) HOMO/LUMOf (eV) Eg

g (eV) PLQYh (%)

BzITz 365, 274 461 3.05/2.88 0.17 �6.11/�3.09 3.02 98.8i/99.2j

a Measured in THF solution at RT. b Measured in toluene solution at RT. c Calculated from the onset of solid PL at RT. d Estimated from the onset
value of phosphorescence spectra in toluene at 77 K. e Calculated singlet–triplet energy gap. f HOMO and LUMO estimated from cyclic
voltammograms using HOMO = �(4.8 + Eox); LUMO = HOMO � E0-0. g Electrochemical bandgap obtained from the intersection of the absorption
and emission spectra of THF solution. h Measured for 20 wt% doped films in DPEPO. i Under air. j Under nitrogen.
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understand the CT nature of the excited state (Fig. S1, ESI†). As the
solvent polarity was increased from non-polar toluene (Tol) to polar
tetrahydrofuran (THF), the emission spectrum of the emitter
became gradually red-shifted. Generally, a red-shifted broad emis-
sion in polar solvents suggests CT-excited states of the emitter.37

Therefore, BzITz can be regarded as a CT-based emitter.
The solid PL, low-temperature fluorescence (LTFL), and low-

temperature phosphorescence (LTPL) spectra of BzITz were
recorded at ambient temperature and at 77 K, respectively, to
evaluate its light-emitting features, such as the S1 and T1 state
energies. By doping with the emitter in a bis[2-(diphenylpho-
sphino)phenyl]ether oxide (DPEPO) host at a concentration of
20 wt%, solid PL was measured (Fig. 3a). BzITz exhibited a
broad CT emission in the blue region with a peak at 467 nm.
The phosphorescence spectrum of the emitter was also broad,
indicating that its lowest triplet state is a CT state (Fig. 3b).38–41

The onset wavelengths from these LTFL and LTPL spectra were
used to estimate the energy of the S1 and T1 states. The energies
of S1 and T1 were 3.05 and 2.88 eV, respectively, providing a
DEST of 0.17 eV. The emitter’s small DEST value may efficiently

promote T1 to S1 exciton upconversion through the RISC
process.19 The BzI donor generated a significant CT character
in the emitter, lowering the singlet energy. Conversely, the triplet
energy was maintained by the significant twisting between the
donor and acceptor resulting from steric interactions between
the cyano group on the benzonitrile spacer and the BzI donor.
These results were consistent with the theoretical calculations.

Transient PL measurements of BzITz were conducted using
20 wt% emitter-doped films in a DPEPO host at RT in a vacuum
to gain insight into the emitter’s delayed fluorescence behavior.
Fig. 4 shows the transient PL decay curve, and Table 2 provides
the corresponding data. The emitter-doped film exhibited
prompt and delayed components with lifetimes of 16.6 ns
and 7.93 ms, respectively. The emitter’s delayed fluorescence is
attributed to the RISC process, where triplet excitons are thermally
upconverted into singlet excitons. Furthermore, the PLQY values
for the prompt (FF) and delayed (FTADF) components were calcu-
lated by measuring the absolute PLQY using an integrating sphere
as 65.9% and 33.3%, respectively.42 The total PLQY was 99.2% in a
nitrogen atmosphere. The rate constants for prompt fluorescence
(kp), delayed fluorescence (kd), intersystem crossing (ISC; kISC),
RISC (kRISC), and the radiative decay for singlet (ks

r), and non-
radiative decay (ks

nr) were calculated,43,44 and Table 2 presents the
results. Because of the small DEST, the emitter had a lower ks

nr

value than ks
r through an efficient upconversion process. The

small DEST and low ks
nr enhanced the PLQY of BzITz, implying

that it has a substantial delayed-fluorescence contribution in light
emission for use as a TADF emitter.

Electroluminescence properties

The EL performance of a vacuum-processed multilayer OLED
device was investigated using BzITz as a dopant in the DPEPO
host matrix. The OLED device configuration used was indium tin
oxide (20 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/TAPC (10 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/
EML (25 nm, 10 wt%)/TSPO1 (5 nm)/TPBi (20 nm)/LiF (1.5 nm)/Al
(200 nm). To evaluate the doping-concentration effect, the doping
concentration of BzITz was varied from 10% to 40%. Diphenyl-
phosphine oxide-4-(triphenylsilyl)phenyl (TSPO1) and 1,3-bis(N-
carbazolyl)benzene (mCP) were used as electron-transporting and

Fig. 2 Absorption spectrum (black) of the emitter recorded in THF
solution and emission spectrum (red) recorded in toluene solution at RT.

Fig. 3 (a) Emission spectrum of the emitter recorded in a 20 wt% doped DPEPO film, and (b) fluorescence (black) and phosphorescence (red) spectra of
the emitter recorded in the THF matrix at 77 K.
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hole-transporting exciton blocking layers, respectively. Di-[4-(N,N-
ditolylamino)phenyl]cyclohexane (TAPC) and LiF were used
as hole-transport and electron-injection layers, respectively.
BzITz-doped (10, 20, 30, or 40 wt%) DPEPO layers were used as
the emission layers. To maintain the excitons confined in the
dopant, high-triplet-energy DPEPO was chosen as the host. Fig. 5
depicts the device structure, energy-level alignment diagram, and
chemical structures of the organic materials used in the device.
Fig. 6 shows current density–voltage–luminance, EQE–luminance,
and EL plots of the BzITz devices. Table 3 summarizes the
detailed device parameters.

As shown in Fig. 6a, the current density and luminance of
the device gradually increase as the doping concentration is

increased from 10% to 40%.35,45–47 This is explained by the
dopant-aided charge injection and hopping mechanisms. As
the dopant has a deep LUMO and a shallow HOMO relative to
the DPEPO host, direct charge trapping in the dopant would be
the dominant EL process in these devices. The energy-level
diagram shows that the significant HOMO gap between mCP
and DPEPO disrupted the hole injection and transport. Conse-
quently, the dopant plays a crucial role as a hole-trapping and
-transporting medium in the device. Therefore, the current
density and luminance of the BzITz devices increase with
increasing doping concentration.48

Fig. 6b shows the EQE vs. L plots of the BzITz devices at
various doping concentrations. The optimized device has a
maximum EQE of 24.0% at a doping concentration of 30 wt%.
Notably, when the doping concentration was increased from 30%
to 40%, the BzITz device did not show any substantial decrease in
EQE, showing that the concentration quenching effect is insignif-
icant in the BzITz emitter. In general, the distance between
emitters causes the concentration quenching effect because the
prospect of exciton collision and quenching increases with the
doping concentration. However, it was not severe with BzITz
because of its sterically hindered design, which reduced strong
intermolecular interactions and hence minimized concentration
quenching.49 This is further indirectly supported by the weak
redshift in the EL spectrum with the doping concentration. The
high EQE can be attributed to the emitter’s high PLQY and high
upconversion efficiency, which are aided by a small DEST and
short td. As upconversion efficiency is critical to the EQE of the
device because of the large population of triplet excitons in the EL
mechanism, BzITz attained a high EQE by ensuring the efficient
upconversion of triplet excitons into the singlet state. As shown in
Fig. 6c, the EL spectra of the BzITz devices exhibited sky-blue

Fig. 4 Transient PL decay profiles of the 20 wt% emitter-doped DPEPO film.

Table 2 Transient PL quantum yields and rate constants of BzITz

tp
a (ns) kp

b (107) td
a (ms) kd

b (105) FF
c (%) FTADF

d (%) kISC
ef (107 s�1) kRISC

eg (105 s�1) ks
r

eh (107 s�1) ks
nr

ei (105 s�1)

16.6 6.02 7.93 1.26 65.9 33.3 2.02 1.90 3.97 3.20

a Prompt (p) and delayed (d) fluorescence lifetime. b Rate constant for prompt and delayed fluorescence lifetime. c Prompt and d delayed PLQY
measured in DPEPO (20% dopant) thin film and calculated from the total PLQY and the proportion of the integrated area of the individual
components in the transient spectra to the total integrated area. e Calculated using the equations reported in the literature.43 f Rate constant for
ISC. g Rate constant for RISC. h Radiative decay rate constant for a singlet. i Non-radiative decay rate constant for a singlet.

Fig. 5 (a) Device structure and energy-level alignment of the materials, and (b) chemical structure of the materials.
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emission similar to the PL spectra with CIE color coordinates of
(0.18, 0.30). In addition, the emitter exhibited a small redshift of
B12 nm when the doping concentration was increased from 10 to
40 wt% because of the use of a fused BzI donor. This small

bathochromic shift observed in the EL spectra with an increasing
doping concentration is attributed to strong intermolecular inter-
actions at high doping ratios, which is common in host–guest-type
OLEDs.35,50 The devices did not produce any other emissions from
the host material or any other layers, implying that energy was
transferred efficiently from the host to the guest. Table 4 illustrates
the comparison of the device performance for some previously
reported non-rigid donors35,51,52 and fused rigid donors51–53 used
in TADF emitters. In particular, compared with TADF emitters that
have the same backbone structure, except for the donor, the EQE
was significantly improved. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
BzITz emitter showed promising device performance characteris-
tics, indicating that such fused rigid donors can be used as
potential donors for developing highly efficient TADF emitters.

Fig. 6 (a) J–V–L plot, (b) EQE vs. luminance plot, and (c) EL spectra of the emitter.

Table 3 EL properties of the emitter

Dopant Concentration (wt%) Voltage (V)

EQE (%) Current efficiency (cd A�1) Power efficiency (lm W�1)

CIE (x, y)Max @100 cd m�2 Max @100 cd m�2 Max @100 cd m�2

BzITz 10 9.4 23.0 15.0 37.7 24.1 27.9 10.7 0.17, 0.22
20 6.5 22.6 20.0 43.4 37.7 35.7 22.1 0.17, 0.27
30 5.4 24.0 21.2 49.4 43.1 40.8 29.1 0.18, 0.30
40 5.2 23.1 21.7 41.4 32.6 50.1 46.6 0.19, 0.33

Table 4 Comparison of EL properties of reported emitters

Emitter EQE (%) Ref.

TrzCz-CN 14.4 51
BFICNTrz, X = O 6.4 35
BTICNTrz, X = S 15.2
BTITrz, X = S 20.7 52
BFITrz, X = O 12.0
DICzCNTrz 21.4 53
CzDICzTrz 19.9 54
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Conclusion

In summary, we have designed and synthesized a rigid BzI-
donor-based sky-blue TADF emitter of BzITz with a diphenyl-
triazine acceptor and a benzonitrile spacer. The BzITz TADF
emitter exhibited a small DEST of 0.16 eV and a high PLQY of
99.2%. According to the results, BzITz exhibited a high maximum
EQE of 24.0% with a small concentration-quenching effect.
Compared with the carbazole-derived donor, the BzI donor offered
a high EQE because of its high PLQY, indicating that the fused
rigid unit can be used as an effective donor for developing efficient
TADF emitters.

Experimental section

All synthesis-related information is provided in the ESI.†
A device structure of indium tin oxide (20 nm)/PEDOT:PSS

(40 nm)/TAPC (10 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/EML (25 nm, 10 wt%)/
TSPO1 (5 nm)/TPBi (20 nm)/LiF (1.5 nm)/Al (200 nm) was used to
test the TADF emitter. Vacuum deposition of the organic materials
was used to form the thin film of organic materials at a vacuum
pressure of 10�7 torr. Measurement of the electrical and optical
performances of the devices was conducted using a Keithley 2400
source measurement and CS 2000 spectroradiometer system.
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